Notify
Part 1:
Notify and Remind
To enable access to Notify, users must first be given the "Notify Admin" role as defined on the
Admin>Security>Assign Role to Provider page.

Click ‘Add’ to include this permission for a user. It is important to note that this does not
replace normal Admin privileges. The end result should be Notify Admin in addition to the
previous roles.
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Once enabled, users with this role can access the main Notify Manager by selecting the
"Notify" button found on the top of the Schedule screen. You may need to log out and back
in to be able to use the Notify feature after setting your role rights.

From here, users can:
- Track the status of notifications, reminders and mass mailing messages.
- Send mass mailing messages.
- Modify the messages sent through Notify.
1.I. Settings
Click on the "Settings" button found on the top right side of the Notify Manager page. From
here you should be given options to "Edit Appointment Notifications", "Edit Appointment
Reminder", and "Edit Welcome Message".

Selecting one of these options will open a new window with the following buttons and fields:
Create New Template - This button allows users to create new templates from scratch.
Name - The contents of this field are used as the name for internal tracking of templates. This
will not be shown to patients.
Subject - The contents of this field will define the subject lines to be sent with each type of
email.
Include Confirmation - Allows users to toggle whether their reminders include confirm and
cancel appointment buttons. **This is only present in ‘Edit Appointment Reminder’**.
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Polling Enabled - Allows users to enable polling and set polling timeframes, for further details
refer to I.V. Polling (on Page 7). **This is only present in ‘Edit Appointment Reminder’**.
Main Text Field - The contents of this field will define the body text that is to be sent with each
type of email. For further details on the text editor refer to Part 3 (on page 13).
Save - The "Save" button will save any new/edited templates to the system.
Save and Set as Default - The "Save and Set as Default" button will save any new/edited
templates to the system as well as set it as the new default notification/reminder/welcome
message.
Send Test - This field allows users to send a test email in order to to view how messages will
be presented to patients: Enter the desired recipient's email address and press "Send Test”.
This will send a one-oﬀ email to that address containing the currently displayed template.
You do not need to save the template in order to send a test - Clicking “Send Test” will send a
copy of what you are currently working on.
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1.II. Adding email addresses and managing patient preferences
In order for Notify to send messages to patients, they must have an email address saved with
the clinic. This can either be done via the “Email” field found within the master demographic or
with the new interlinked "Email" field found on appointments assigned to patients.

Additionally, both the master demographic and appointment pages contain a "Notify Opt Out"
toggle which can block particular patients from receiving emails.
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Having “notify opt out” checked oﬀ does not stop emails from being send directly to a patient’s
email address. Users will be unable to choose the Add Appt & Notify or Update & Notify
options on an appointment for a patient that has opted out of using Notify.
When you save a patient’s email address from the appointment screen, it will over-write any
email address already present on the master demographic screen.
The “revert” button beside a patient’s email address on the appointment screen restores the
email to the last saved address on the master demographic. If you have saved a new address
before clicking “revert”, it will not restore to the previous address.
1.III. Notifying patients of upcoming appointments
When creating a new appointment, a user with Notify permissions will be oﬀered the chance to
notify patients via email of the appointment being created.
If a patient has an email already set in their master demographic, it will be filled in the “email”
field. If they do not have one set, you can do so on the appointment screen. Type in the email
address and click ‘Save’.
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When you have finished filling in the information for the appointment, you can click “Add Appt
& Notify” to create a new appointment and send an email notification to the patient at the same
time.
The notification email that is sent will be based on what you have selected as your default in
“Edit Appointment Notification”. See part 1.I. Setting (on page 2) for how to edit this
message.
1.IV. Reminding and receiving confirmations
Users can send reminders to patients requesting confirmation of an appointment. This can be
done in two ways: The first requires the user to open an appointment that has yet to be
confirmed.
Users will be able to click on “Update & Remind” to send an email to a patient using the
Appointment Reminder template that is currently selected. The appointment will be updated to
reflect that a reminder has been sent with a black ‘speech-bubble’ icon. The Notify Status on
the appointment will also change to “Response Pending”.

If you have checked oﬀ “Include Confirmation”, the patient will be able to click on a link in their
email to confirm or cancel an appointment.
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When a patient clicks on “Confirm”, they will receive a message that their appointment has
been confirmed. At your site, the appointment will be updated to reflect their confirmation. The
speech-bubble icon will be replaced by a green check-mark and the Notify Status will be
changed to Confirmed.

When a patient clicks on “Cancel”, they will receive a message indicating that their
appointment has been cancelled. At your site, the appointment will be updated to reflect the
cancellation. The speech-bubble icon will be replaced by a red x and the Notify Status and
appointment status will be changed to Cancelled.

The second method to remind patients of upcoming appointments is to use the polling feature:
1.V. Polling
When creating an Appointment Reminder template, users have the option to enabled polling.
Polling will automatically email patients within a defined date range (a minimum and maximum
number of days prior to remind the patient of their upcoming appointments.
If your reminder template has “Include Confirmation” checked oﬀ, they will also be asked to
confirm their appointments.
The checks for polling are run hourly, though no emails are sent during the hours of 11pm to
7am from polling and the patient will receive one appointment confirmation request within the
specified time period that the user has set.
Emails will only be sent to patients that have provided an email address.
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1.VI. Searching for the status of messages, notifications, and reminders
The default screen that opens when you click Notify from the main schedule is Notify Status
Report. This window will let you search based on Type, Appointment Status, Whether the
appointment is Expired or not, the Date Type (and date range), patient name and provider.
Once you define the search parameters, you can generate a list by clicking on ‘View Report’.

Part 2:
Mass Mailing
2.I. Access Mass Mailing
To access the mass mailing feature press the "Mass Mailing" button found on the "Notify
Status Report" page. This will open the Mass Mailing search page. From here, users can select
from previously saved filter sets, create and save new filters sets, and/or create one-oﬀ patient
sets.
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2.II. Searching for/Saving an Initial Patient Set
Using the available fields, users can search by the following parameters:
When defined, the following fields will filter patients based on whether they have an
appointment within the defined date range or ranges:
Appointment
Secondary Appointment
When defined, the following fields will filter patients based on their respective Master
Demographic values:
MRP
Age
Sex
MOH Roster Status
Nurse
Midwife
Resident
Enrolled Physician
Referral Doctor
Family Doctor
Patient Label
Patient Status
Some of these fields are only available through the Advanced tab, which can be
expanded by clicking on it:
When defined, the following fields will filter patients based on bills found within a patient's
billing history:
Billing Codes
Billing Date
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Once the desired search parameters are entered, users can then either save the filter set for
future use and/or process it for immediate use. In order to use the set immediately, simply
press ‘search’. In order to save a set of search parameters, users need to enter a name into the
text field found at the bottom of the page then press “Save". Saving a set will add it to the lefthand side of the page where it can be selected. Selecting a set pastes the information into the
fields on the right hand side. To delete a set, click on the trash-can icon beside the name of the
set.
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2.III. Define a final patient set
Once an initial group of patients is searched for, users can select which patients from this list
they wish to include or exclude from mass mailing. This is performed by checking/un-checking
patients on the left-hand side of the page. There is also an option to "show demographics
missing emails” in the list. Do note, however, that this excludes patients who have opted out of
the Notify system.
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2.IV. Create a Mass Mailing message
Once users have finalized who will receive a mass mailing message, they can create the
message to be used. This is performed using the following features:
Create New Template - This button allows users to create new mass mailing message
templates from scratch.
Subject - The contents of this field will define the subject lines of the resulting emails.
Main Text Field - The contents of this field will define the body text that is to be sent with the
resulting emails. For further details on the text editor refer to Part 3 (on page 13).
Save Template - The "Save Template" button will save any new/edited templates to the system.
Send - Pressing "Send" will send the displayed message to all selected recipients.
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Part 3:
Using the text editor
The Notification, Reminder, Welcome, and Mass Mailing editors all use a standardized text
editor to create messages. Each of these editors contain the following features:
Undo/Redo - Performs the same function as your computer's normal undo/redo function.
Find/Replace - Allows users to search for, and optionally replace, terms within the message.
Bold/Italic - Enables bold/italic text.
Underline/Strikethrough - Creates a line under or through text.
Superscript/Subscript - Enables the use of super/subscripts.
Bulleted/Numbered List - Enables the use of bulleted/numbered lists.
Decrease/Increase Indent - Allows users to increase or decrease indentations.
Align Left/Right/Centre/Justify - Allows users to orient the edges of lines of text.
Link/Unlink - Allows for the creation and removal of links and hyperlinks.
Table - Allows users to create tables.
Text/Background Colour - Allows users to edit the colour of text and its background.
Placeholders - Allows users to introduce variables into a message. Specifically:
${demographic_firstname} - Patient's first name (Master Demographic>First Name)
${demographic_lastname} - Patient's last name (Master Demographic>Last Name)
${date} - Current Date
${clinic_name} - Clinic's name (Admin>Clinic/Agency Address>Clinic Name)
${clinic_address} - Clinic's address (Admin>Clinic/Agency Address>Clinic Address)
${clinic_phone} - Clinic's phone number (Admin>Clinic/Agency Address>Clinic Phone)
${appt_provider_firstname} - Scheduled provider's first name (Admin>Search/Edit/
Delete Provider Records>First Name)
${appt_provider_lastname} - Scheduled provider's last name (Admin>Search/Edit/
Delete Provider Records>Last Name)
${appt_date} - Concerning appointment's date (Schedule>Appointment>Date)
${appt_time} - Concerning appointment's time (Schedule>Appointment>Start Time)
${appt_provider_label} - Scheduled provider's provider label (Admin>Search/Edit/Delete
Provider Records>Indivicare Provider Prefix)
${appt_provider_prefix} - Scheduled provider's provider prefix (Admin>Search/Edit/
Delete Provider Records>Indivicare Provider Label)
Templates - Allows users to browse, apply, and delete historic templates.
Maximize - Maximizes the text editor to the size of its contained window.
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